HEALTHCARE PEOPLE:
TEST MEDICATION
GROWING IN NUMBER, SPEED AND COMPLEXITY

• Pharmaceutical industry enters a new phase of rapid growth, with larger pipelines designed to get new drugs to the market faster.

• Clinical research sector needs to maintain tight control over the process and budget of clinical trials.

• Strict rules and regulations govern test medication manufacturing and distribution process; any violation from these rules can jeopardise the clinical trial results and cause delay in the delivery of new drugs to the market.
WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU?

WE CAN HELP YOU!

**REDUCE TRANSPORT COSTS**
by combining network transportation and dedicated specialist services

by **40%**

**REDUCE PACKAGING COSTS**
by providing leased, high-performance, reusable packaging via owned network

by up to **50%**

**INCREASE BUDGET ACCURACY**
by providing a simplified pricing and invoicing structure

by **15%**

**IMPROVE ON-TIME DELIVERY**
by reducing the number of carriers for one consignment by up to **50%**

by up to **20%**
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WITH A UNIQUE RANGE OF SERVICES AND DELIVERY OPTIONS FOR TEMPERATURE CONTROLLED TRANSPORTATION

OVER 15 YEARS WORTH OF EXPERIENCE SERVING THE HEALTHCARE SECTOR AT YOUR DISPOSAL

Provide validated, reusable, leased high-performance packaging

Dedicated collection of your shipment

Shipment delivery through our closed integrated network

Dedicated last mile delivery, temperature reporting and packaging return
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DELIVERED BY COMBINATION OF NETWORK AND DEDICATED DELIVERY SERVICE

- Our single integrated network ensures your shipment travels in a controlled environment and reduces the number of handover points in the supply chain by up to 50%, comparing to specialist transportation companies.

- We are the only integrator able to provide dedicated collection and last mile delivery combined with transportation via our integrated network.

- Our most dense delivery network in Europe offers you closer proximity to your customers and helps to reduce last mile dedicated delivery costs by 15-40%.

- We offer the simplest pricing structure – one all-in price per box, per destination, to support your budgeting process.
PRESERVED BY RE-USABLE VALIDATED PACKAGING SOLUTION

- Notify us just one day in advance to order the pre-conditioned shipping box for chilled (2-8°C) and controlled ambient (15-25°C) transportation.

- Our GDP compliant packaging solution will secure the temperature condition of your shipment for 100 hours, twice more than we need to deliver your shipment.

- A temperature logger will collect information during the transportation process; the backup logger will ensure no failures occur in measurement and reporting.

- Re-usable, leased packaging will save you handling time, inventory and space at your premises.
COMPLEMENTED BY BEST IN CLASS, INDUSTRY SPECIALIST DESKS

Dedicated customer service teams will make an appointment with a receiver to eliminate customer controlled failures.

These teams are monitoring the delivery process, report temperature logger information and provide status reporting.

There are no internal divisions. We offer multiple modes of transport and the widest range of services via one contact.

Complimented by extensive expertise in Healthcare logistics.
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OUR BEST SERVICE TO DELIVER YOUR TEST MEDICATION IN PERFECT CONDITION

CUSTOMER ORDER
- Complete pick-up form
- Indicate temperature bandwidth
- Indicate delivery address and known person

ORDER FULFILMENT
- Trigger preconditioning
- Configure data loggers
- Send proactive notifications
- Activate contingencies if needed

COLLECTION & DELIVERY
- Deliver packaging to the sender
- Collect the shipment
- Activate data logger
- Network transport and SpS
- Delivery at site
- Stop data logger
- Provide proof of delivery and data logger report
- Return packaging

INVOICE
- Provide invoicing options:
  - frequency
  - paper or electronic
  - (non) consolidated
  - all-in pricing
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